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NOUNS
Nouns name people, places and things.

Nouns can be grouped or classified in the following way.

Count Nouns Mass Nouns
(an) apple
(a) school
(a) leaf
(a) room

furniture
bread
milk
rice

! Find the count nouns and the mass nouns in the text Bamboo and write
them in the scrolls.

! Proper nouns name people or places. They always have capital letters.
Find the proper nouns in the text and write them in the scroll.

Count Nouns
use a and an

Mass Nouns

Proper nouns

ACTIVITY 18
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FLAX

What is flax? 
Flax, or harakeke in Maori, is an important New Zealand plant. There are 
two species of flax in New Zealand.  The first species is the common flax. 
The second species is the mountain flax. 

What does flax look like?
Flax has long, tough leaves and tall flower stalks. Flax flowers can be red, 
yellow or orange. The common flax grows taller than the mountain flax. 

Where does flax grow?
The common flax grows throughout New Zealand. Mountain flax grows at 
high altitudes and along coastal areas.

What is flax used for?
Flax  was very importnt to the early Maori. Flax fibre was used to make 
clothing, sandals, mats, sails, kete (baskets) ropes and cord, bird traps, 
fishing lines and fishing nets. Bundles of flower stalks were used to make 
rafts.

The early Maori drank nectar from flax flowers and used it to sweeten 
food.  Flax was used to make medicine and the leaves were used to bind 
broken bones. 

In the 1800s, European settlers used flax to make rope and woolpack 
cloth. Flax fibre was exported to Australia and Europe to be made into 
rope. 

Nowadays, flax is still used by weavers to make kete and mats. It is used 
to make small quantities of hand-made paper. Flax oil is used to make 
soap, shampoo and hand cream. 

Can you see the differences between the mountain flax and the 
common flax?
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